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Editorial

Do you remember when the iPhone5 hit the market? 
People were camping in the streets in front of  Apple 
stores just to be the first to hold this new smart-
phone in their hands. 

Before the sensational market introduction of  
Apple‘s iPhone, when was the last time you wit-
nessed such a phenomenon?

Through its innovative power, Apple continues to 
achieve exceptionally above-average success and  
manages to stand its ground even in times of  crisis. 
The company not only anticipates new customer 
needs, but actually creates them. Ultimately, the  
developed products reach cult status.

Stephan Krumm
CEO, Schuh Group

Joerg Starkmann
CEO, Schuh Complexity Management, Inc.

Thanks to our 12 Lean Innovation principles, you 
can quickly understand why Apple is so successful. 
Even better, you can pro-actively start your own 
journey to achieving even greater innovation pro-
ductivity by following and adhering to all 12 princi-
ples. Read the first two articles in this issue to find 
out. 

Finally, we have summarized the results of  a bench-
mark study conducted by the Machine Tool Labora-
tory (WZL) at RWTH Aachen University regarding 
the innovative power of  companies from various 
industries. We hope you will find this to be quite  
interesting. 

As always, we look forward to receiving your ques-
tions and comments.

Kind regards,
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Lean Innovation: 
The Challenge
In global competition it is an important criteria of success to differentiate oneself from the compe-
tition based on successful innovations and to provide convincing customer value. Decreased pro-
duct development cycles, reduced R&D costs and innovations which provide value to the customers 
have to be the focus of every product development organization. 
Instead, many innovation efforts fall short to the market needs. Many companies fail to provide 
their customers with true uniqueness and convincing differentiation based on innovation. In real-
ity, more than half of all innovation projects fail – this is waste at extremely high costs. 

Lean champions repeatedly create successful and  
sustainable innovation, although R&D resources are 
limited. 

To achieve this, it is necessary to focus on value cre-
ation in the R&D processes and to identify and mi-
nimize waste in existing processes. 

Typical areas of waste are amongst others:

 � Lacking focus on value perception of  customer, 
weak product positioning, vaguely defined pro- 
ject goals and useless product features 

 � Unmanaged creation of  product complexity  
and unused effects of  scale lead to overpriced 
products 

 � Insufficient utilization of  R&D resources and 
competences  

 � Time-to-market takes too long due to disrupted 
value streams, callbacks and iteration due to 
insufficient standards 

 � Additional queries and iterations due to insuffi-
cient standards. 

 � Avoidable defects and rework in the prototype 
phase

Stephan Krumm / Stephan U. Schittny
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The Goal: A Significant Increase in Develop-
ment Productivity 

Lean thinking describes how to focus on real value 
creation and how to prevent waste generation as a 
main principle. The perception of  value creation 
from the customer’s point of  view is especially  
important for innovation management. Today this 
understanding is not present to the necessary de-
gree. The goal of  lean innovation is to systematically 
transfer the principles of  lean thinking into innova-
tion management.

At present, only the first rudimentary steps have 
been taken., However, the principles of  lean thin-
king have not yet been systematically applied to 
R&D. A study conducted by the Laboratory for  
Machine Tools and Production Engineering (WZL), 
part of  RWTH Aachen and the Schuh & Co. GmbH 
based on 165 producing companies in Germany, 
shows that only one third of  these firms have begun 
to systematically identify waste in R&D. 

The lean innovation framework is based on 12 prin-
ciples:
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Strategic Positioning based on dominant competencies
 � Build-up strategic success positions and dominant competencies proactively 

These lead to competitive advantages in the market
 � Cascading development and communication of  the company’s strategy to 

achieve goal oriented and waste free development processes

Clear Prioritization of  customer values and project objectives
 � Structure the stakeholders’ value requirements transparently
 � Prioritize requirements clearly and project goals to exactly meet the  

customer’s value perception
 � Avoid conflicts of  objectives and waste in development projects

Roadmapping for products and technologies
 � Use a cross-functional approach to define product, technology  

and project planning
 � Approach early technology monitoring and technology planning  

systematically to realize a focused and waste free technology development

Product Architecture Design based on integrated product and 
production structures
 � Define modules with standardized and de-coupled interfaces
 � Reuse requirements, functions and technologies in product development

Product Range Optimization based on feature and variant trees
 � Assess benefits of  product variety
 � Analyze complexity costs
 � Focus target on profitable product variants

Design Space Management based on design sets and degrees of  freedom
 � Systematic and parallel consideration of  alternative solutions to realize new 

product functions (“set based design”)
 � Gradually limit the degrees of  freedom in product development 

12 Lean Innovation Principles
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Data Consistency “Single source of  truth”
 � Integration and consolidation of  existing IT systems 
 � Consistency of  product data and role-specific user access
 � High reliability of  IT systems

Multi Project Management and takt oriented sequencing
 � Easy planning and scheduling of  the development process
 � Use standardized controlling-charts for visual management of  project status
 � Early quantification of  deviations

Innovation Controlling based on closed loop control
 � Identify the value drivers in R&D
 � Define transparent measurable target values for the controlled processes
 � Implement short feedback loops for continuous improvement

Release Engineering: Synchronized changes
 � Products with long life cycles are continously updated by issuing planned 

releases to keep the value proposition continually updated for the customer 
 � Controlling of  life cycles of  specific product functions
 � Continue product structuring activities during life cycle management

Continuous Improvement of  innovation productivity
 � Description of  the lean innovation maturity level status based on a  

5 step model
 � Commonly developed ideal states provide orientation to employees
 � Continued challenging and measuring of  actual performance to continuously 

improve processes, structures, behavior patterns and tools
 � Continued efforts to avoid waste

Value Stream Optimization based on process classification and standardization
 � Optimization of  the development processes
 � Focus on the value stream and customer value
 � Increase efficiency based on standardization of  repetitive processes, process 

interfaces and transfer of  results

Contact

Stephan Krumm 
stephan.krumm@schuh-group.com

Stephan U. Schittny 
stephan.schittny@schuh-group.com
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A brief summary of a study across industries
Jens Arnoscht (WZL) / Abassin Aryobsei (WZL)

Lean Innovation: 
How efficient is your  
development department?

In 2011, the Department of Innovation Management at the Laboratory for Machine Tools and 
Production Engineering (WZL), part of RWTH Aachen University, conducted a pan-European study 
on the status of lean innovation in the industrial sector. The objective of this study was to identify 
how proven lean principles might be holistically transferred from production to R&D or innovation  
management. The questionnaire was designed together with an industry consortium to document 
the status of implementation and level of experience. The consortium consisted of the following 
companies: Dräger Medical GmbH, MAN Truck & Bus AG, Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum GmbH, Manu-
facture des Montres Rolex S.A., ThyssenKrupp Elevator AG, and Carl Zeiss AG. The five topics of the 
study were based on the five principles of lean thinking and their degree of implementation in  
innovation management: value orientation, synchronization, transparency, perfection, and change. 

The 67 participants in the study are from different 
industries, with the majority (approx. one-third)  
coming from the mechanical engineering and plant 
construction sector. In evaluating the questionnaires, 
the top 20 % were selected as Top Performers based 
on economic and scientific criteria. Of  these compa-
nies, six were identified as best practice companies 
for the purpose of  organizing mutual visits to share 

successful approaches and processes related to lean 
innovation. 

The key findings from the study and the visits are 
summarized below. A distinction has been made  
between the Top Performers and the other compa-
nies, the so-called Followers.
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Fig. 1: Criteria used to evaluate the project portfolio
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Number of responses Multiple responses possible: yes       Responses: n = 65 in %
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Legend

Study results

As an essential aspect of  lean thinking, value orien-
tation focuses on creating and maximizing value for 
the customer while simultaneously eliminating and 
minimizing waste. In innovation management, this 
means, on the one hand, that the ideas pursued 
should correspond to customer requirements as  
closely as possible. On the other hand, it also means 
that existing projects should constantly be geared to-
wards the demands of  the market. The analysis of  
the study confirms this and shows that this realiza-
tion has already made its way into practical applica-
tions, particularly among the Top Performers. For 
nearly 90 % of  the Top Performers, customer requi-
rements play a key role in evaluating the project 
portfolio. The financial contribution and strategic 
significance are also vital in this context (Fig. 1). Fur-

thermore, ideas must be quickly turned into mar-
ketable products in order to achieve sustainable 
business success. After being launched on the mar-
ket, these products must then be evaluated based on 
customer needs and requirements. Nearly 90 % of  
the Top Performers primarily rely on customer sur-
veys and the number of  complaints as indicators to 
evaluate their products (Fig. 1).

In development management, synchronization is 
understood as directed and coupled processes with 
clear roles and responsibilities. This is best realized 
through a standardized development process with 
fixed milestones for certain activities. Nearly 10 % 
fewer deviations from the project plan occur at com-
panies where a standard development process is  
really practiced. Over 50 % of  the Top Performers 
already recognized these advantages more than 10 
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years ago and thus standardized their processes, 
whereas the Followers only began 5 – 10 years later. 
Another clear trend is that the Top Performers ter-
minate less promising projects much earlier than the 
Followers – an objective evaluation during the early 
phases is absolutely essential (Fig. 2).

Transparency in development management can be 
achieved through condensed flows of  information 
that are visually and effectively communicated. Key 
figures that are used in various areas of  R&D are 
best suited for this. Almost 60 % of  the Top Per-
formers are already using key figures to control the 
implementation of  the product strategy, while only 
37 % of  the Followers are doing this. A general  
finding is that the Top Performers use key figures 
much more extensively. In development, an impor-
tant part of  transparency is communicating with 
other departments, especially production. This way, 
production-specific requirements can be considered 
early on and iterations in the development process 
can be avoided. The point at which production is 
integrated varies significantly between the Top Per-
formers and the Followers: over 60 % of  the Top 
Performers involve production in the early stages 
compared to only 22 % of  the Followers. The Top 
Performers clearly push for production to be more 
involved during the development process so that 
products can be designed that truly meet the needs 
of  production.

Fig. 2: During which phase are development projects terminated?

Never
terminated

Terminated
most often

Brain-
storming

Business
Case

Definition of
requirements

Concept
development

Detailed
design

Test and
validation

0-series /
Pilot run

Start of
production

Serial
production

Followers

Top Performers Number of responses: n = 64

-29%

+33%

Legende

Perfection is understood as a standard of  continu-
ous improvement that constantly scrutinizes existing 
processes. The objective is to anchor this attitude 
into the minds of  all employees. This pursuit of  
constant improvement can also be influenced by the 
approach for dealing with errors, which may be seen 
as opportunities rather than mistakes or flaws. As 
the study shows, the culture of  error tolerance im-
proves as the number of  lean enthusiasts grows; at 
the same time, those who are resistant to the lean 
concept will never entirely disappear. Lessons learn-
ed constitute a key component of  continuous im-
provement. Nevertheless, handling these lessons can 
still be difficult. Approaches for applying and taking 
these lessons into consideration in later projects are 
successful primarily when they are done by those  
responsible for driving the task at hand . In addition, 
lessons learned workshops are regularly conducted 
under the leadership of  qualified staff.

In its fifth and final part, the study shows that  
change in innovation management only has a last-
ing impact if  the introduction of  lean innovation is 
also accompanied by comprehensive training ses- 
sions for staff  – especially for executives. According 
to the study, 88 % of  the Top Performers are using 
training courses to promote greater understanding 
about lean thinking, while only 60 % of  the Follow-
ers are doing this. Training courses are mainly used 
to support executives with the change process. The 
success factors for introducing lean innovation are 
provided in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3: Success factors for introducing lean innovation 
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Success factors mentioned in the context of introducing lean innovation

Best practice companies

The top six companies to emerge from among the 
participants in the study were: B. Braun Medical AG, 
Audi AG, GKN Driveline International GmbH, 
MTU Aero Engines, Infineon Technologies AG, and 
Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG. During a series of  visits, 
they presented their successful approaches and an-
swered questions from the consortium. The main 
results from the visits are presented below.

As a company on the global healthcare market,  
B. Braun is subject to the high quality standards for 
medical products. On the visit to the company, the 
culture of  trust and the coaching interaction be-
tween executives and staff  were especially notewor-
thy. The result is a palpably positive working envi-
ronment and tremendous enthusiasm for lean 
thinking and thus lean innovation. Here, for exam-
ple, efforts to find and eliminate sources of  waste 
have gone so far as to largely do away with reports 
and budget plans, which now no longer interrupt the 
workflow of  the company’s employees

Within the automotive industry, Audi faces high 
competitive pressure, primarily in the field of  tech-
nological innovation. On top of  that, customers 

continue to demand more energy-efficient cars. 
What especially stood out on the company visit to 
Audi was how measures have been implemented in 
the buildings to create ideal conditions for quick and 
simple communication in the development segment. 
New buildings integrate offices, workshops, and  
laboratories under one roof  for short distances. 
Transparent walls and space for all those involved in 
the development process facilitate early coordina- 
tion without tying up unnecessary resources. 

GKN Driveline works together with vehicle manu-
facturers to develop modern drive and gear technol-
ogy. The difficult conditions of  the automotive in-
dustry, which demand increases in effectiveness and 
efficiency while still delivering the highest quality, 
also apply to GKN. For this reason, lean thinking 
has already been in place at the company for a long 
time. At the company’s development site in Lohmar, 
Germany, broadly trained employees work with a 
high degree of  autonomy with the support of  man-
agers who have bought into the lean concept. The 
implementation of  lean methods is practiced, for 
example, in value stream optimizations and the visu-
alization of  the current work status on so-called Pri-
mary Visual Displays. 
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At engine manufacturer MTU Aero Engines, the 
R&D challenges lie in the close collaboration with 
OEMs, the high quality and safety requirements, and 
the extremely long time it takes to see a return on 
investment. Although the restructuring to lean inno-
vation was done centrally, the staff  at the various 
sites implemented it themselves and with help from 
specially trained improvement managers. The stan-
dardized development process is broken down into 
so-called gates. In the run-up to these gates, project-
independent experts conduct technical reviews to 
assess the projects with a focus on design (Design 
Review) and manufacturability (Production Readi-
ness Reviews). Gates and technical reviews consti-
tute a coordinated quality tool.

Infineon develops semiconductor and system solu-
tions to offer cutting-edge technology to many  
industries. The company faces pressure from two 
different angles: to reduce costs and to defend its 
leading position against new competitors. On the  
visit to the company, the close collaboration  
between development and marketing clearly empha-
sized the customer focus and value orientation. The 
development process is facilitated through a  
network-based software tool that can be used glo-
bally and adapted to individual projects to create a 
common vocabulary. To make global cooperation 
and communication easier, Infineon is currently 
building a company-wide social network to connect 
its experts. 

As a globally successful sports car manufacturer, 
Porsche ensures that its products meet the highest 
customer demands. The social acceptance of  the 
brand and the pressure to create technical innova-
tions – once again typical for the automotive indus-
try – are challenges in the company’s everyday work. 
The brand’s comeback 20 years ago can also be attri-
buted to the desire for continuous improvement and 
operational excellence. Special individuals responsi-
ble for improving processes take the lessons learned 
in the development department and anchor them 
into a standardized development process. Instead of  
reviews, previews are used to control and synchro-
nize this process. The company’s goals are trans-
ferred to the departments and jointly defined for 
development and production to make it easier for 
employees to coordinate with one another.

Conclusion

The study and company visits provided a good over-
view of  the current status of  lean innovation in the 
industrial sector. In addition, the lively interactions 
allowed all of  the companies involved to gain new 
insights and inspiration, thus bringing them a step 
closer to effective and efficient R&D.

Contact

Stephan U. Schittny 
stephan.schittny@schuh-group.com
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Experiences from the industrial sector as well as  
various studies on the topic of  lean innovation show 
that sustainable differentiations between successful 
businesses are, on the one hand, based on compe-
tencies that are difficult for the competition to copy. 
On the other hand, these companies are usually  
engaged in active, exceptionally rapid development, 
which makes it impossible for the competition to 
catch up. Such differentiating competencies do not 
come about by chance, but instead must be continu-
ously developed through hard work. The entire 
company must focus on this [cf. 2].

The lean innovation principle of  “Strategic position-
ing based on dominant competencies” postulates 
these correlations and will be described in more  
detail in this article.

What is a strategy?

Whether in corporate competition, in sports, or in 
war, a strategy describes the things that are done or 
deliberately not done in order to achieve a specific 
goal. A vision (Fig. 1) is used to describe a company’s 
desired goals, which must then be communicated at 
every level of  the company. Without a clear vision, 
the strategic positioning will fail. After all, when 
goals are not clearly defined, the company is not suf-
ficiently aware of  them and thus can only achieve 
them, if  at all, by chance. 

The decision in favor of  a particular strategy, namely 
the path you want to take to realize the goals defined 
in the vision, must be made based on assumptions 
about an uncertain future. Here it is important to 

Have you ever reached a goal 
you were unaware of?
Don’t leave the strategic positioning of products 
and services up to chance
Stephan U. Schittny / Klaus Broichhausen 

When positioning their products, successful companies primarily bet on the winners, while others 
always end up with flops or trail far behind in second or third place. According to the twelve  
principles of lean innovation, the success of a product is based, among other things, on meeting 
customer needs in the global market in a better and more precise way and thus sustainably and 
positively differentiating oneself from the competition. This type of differentiation can and must 
be deliberately developed. Porter: “Competitive Strategy is about being different. It means delib-
erately choosing a different set of activities to deliver a unique mix of values.” [1]. 
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conduct a detailed analysis of  the environment in 
order to make solid assumptions about the general 
conditions. If  this is done, then it is possible to make 
accurate decisions. A sailor is successful in a regatta 
if  he knows how to set his course in such a way that 
the interplay of  the wind direction, wind speed, and 
current will get him to the finish line faster than the 
competition. In addition to superbly executing the 
maneuver, the art lies in correctly anticipating how 
the wind and current will develop as well as the  
behavior of  the other sailors, Fig. 1. 

Strategic positioning based on dominant 
competencies

As addressed above, the management of  the compa-
ny or division defines the positioning of  the compa-
ny or division based on analyses and assumptions 
about future developments in the technical and  
economic environment and trends relating to global 
competition. This is then described in the strategy 
for the company or division.

So-called strategic excellence positions (SEPs), as 
defined by Pümpin, are especially well suited for  
serving as cornerstones of  the strategic positioning 
to be clearly defined for the company or division. 
According to the definition, SEPs are deliberately 
created conditions that allow a company to achieve 
long-term, superior results compared to the compe-
tition by establishing important, dominant compe-
tencies [4]. These positions must be defined for each 
competitive arena to be occupied (Fig. 2).

The left side of  Figure 2 shows an example of  a 
strategic excellence positioning for three competi-
tors. Not only have they typically selected SEP pro-
files in different ways, but they have also developed 
various competencies in the past. The better the 
company’s own profile complies with the SEPs of  
the competitive arena as cornerstones of  the 
company’s strategic positioning, the more effectively 
resources will be used in terms of  contributing to 
the company’s competitive success. Competitor 1 in 
this example gets bogged down in the number of  
possible SEP options. It wants to be good in every 
area as a “Jack of  all trades,” but then turns out to be 

Fig. 1: Metaphor for illustrating strategy [3]

Framework conditions
(e.g., model, mission, …)

Potential known and unknown obstacles

Vision

Strategic goals

Alternative
strategies

(incl. )assumptions

Source: Müller - Stewens, Lechner 2005
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rather mediocre in practice. Competitor 2 focuses 
on the “wrong SEPs.” As a result, it only incom-
pletely satisfies the competencies important for the 
competitive arena. Unfortunately, it is the “eternal 
beacon of  hope.” Competitor 3 has best understood 
the competitive arena. It has established the relevant 
core competencies. With its products and services it 
provides clear advantages that the customer recog-
nizes and rewards accordingly. How it uses its  
resources has the best impact on its success. Expe-
rience from many strategic projects shows that a ma-
ximum of  three SEPs is critical for success in a com-
petitive arena. Genuine value orientation in the sense 
of  lean innovation thus involves establishing SEPs 
or competencies with a clear advantage that custo-
mers notice. 

Internally, the strategy of  the company or division 
specifies the framework conditions for the strategic 
product positioning at the next level. As a result, the 
product manager bases his/her product positioning 
on future and trend analyses as well as on analyses 
of  the competitive arena within the scope of  these 
specified guidelines – much like a regatta sailor draws 
conclusions from the clouds, land formations, navi-
gational aids, and the behavior of  his competitors to 
determine the right course.

In product positioning it is particularly important to 
understand or anticipate potential benefits for the 
customer since this is used to derive the customer 
requirements for product development. In devel-
oping the differentiation strategy, it makes sense for 
the product manager to focus on so-called product-
related success factors and unique selling proposi-
tions to generate the greatest possible demand.

Examples of successful strategic positioning

Strategic positioning at the company and product 
level will be illustrated using the example of  Apple. 
At the company level, the following strategic excel-
lence positions (SEPs) must be assumed: “brand 
image / design excellence,” “simple, intuitive usabil-
ity,” as well as the “scope of  services offered.” These 
SEPs can be assumed for all Apple products from 
computers to iPods, iPhones, and iPads. Based on 
this, the “corporate guidelines” for the various divi-
sions are first specified for strategic implementation. 
These include, for example, the framework condi-
tions for the value-added chains, production, devel-
opment and innovation, etc. The individual product 
positioning is then developed based on this.

Fig. 2: Strategic excellence positioning in a comparison of competitors (left) and the impact of the  
 use of resources on success (right)
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Here it is important to find the right product-related 
success factors and unique selling propositions to 
influence customer purchasing decisions in the most 
positive way possible. In the product positioning of  
the iPhone, Apple had the clear strategic intention 
of  focusing on a few promising unique selling prop-
ositions that took an innovative approach to meeting 
the needs of  customers. In this case, these were  
actually new and generally still unknown latent  
customer needs, which customers enthusiastically 
embraced once Apple had met them. The unique 
selling propositions that were decisive for success 
were: “innovative design,” “intuitive, convenient 
operation,” and “new program and media offerings” 
(Fig. 3). Apple intentionally gave less priority to all 
of  the other product characteristics that were less 
important to customers in order to facilitate a rela-
tively early entry into the market. As a result, Apple 
successfully created a new dimension in the mobile 
phone business model. This ultimately led to the 
now ubiquitous smartphones, which offer users 
completely new ways to use their phones. The suc-
cess curve of  the iPhone came as a surprise to many 

Fig. 3: The product positioning of the Apple iPhone focuses on a few promising unique selling  
 propositions (success factors) that satisfy latent customer needs in an innovative way and are  
 enthusiastically embraced by customers
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and is widely known. The primary reason for Apple’s 
surprising market success was because up until then 
mobile phone manufacturers had focused on com-
pletely different product-related success factors, 
which Apple clearly and intentionally under-fulfilled 
to some extent.

Another example of  success from the business to 
business (B2B) world shows that focusing on the 
right SEPs can dramatically improve a company’s 
success within just a few years. In this example, a 
“manufacturer of  stamped-bent parts for every  
imaginable application” (price-driven commodity 
supplier) was in a rather difficult position due to  
enormous cost pressure. Thanks to being reposi- 
tioned as a “problem solver for automotive contact 
technology,” the company became a true success 
story within a relatively short time. This reposi- 
tioning was based on focusing on the following 
SEPs and developing corresponding competencies: 

 � Technology leadership in deliberately selected 
areas: contact materials, galvanic surfaces, 
stamping and assembly technology 
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 � Proximity to the customer: Integration into the 
customer process from planning to the produc-
tion stage 

 � Production competence: A high degree of  
vertical integration in production as the basis  
for self-developed products and means of  
production

From the corporate strategy to realizing the 
competitive advantage

The above explanations about the different strategic 
levels make it clear that in practical application sim-
ply formulating the corporate strategy is not enough 
to achieve successful and sustainable implemen- 
tation in various divisions of  a company. Since each 
business function normally has specific framework 
conditions and its own goals, it is necessary to break 
down the strategy for the individual divisions in a 
cascade-like way. On the one hand, this allows the 
guidelines for the activities of  the individual divisi-

Fig. 4: A cascaded formulation of the R&D and innovation strategies leads from the corporate  
 strategy to realizing the competitive advantage

Business
portfolio

Product
portfolio

Technology
portfolio

R&D
portfolio

Market
attractiveness

Relevant technology position

Relevant competitive position

Market
position

Innovation potential

Cost
position

Competitive advantage

Attractiveness

R&D and innovation strategy
Every developer understands the strategic focus “of his/her product”

and directs his/her everyday work towards this!

Corporate strategy and strategic business positioning

ons to be focused on the overall optimum balance 
by using a targeted “top down” approach. On the 
other hand, a “bottom up” approach provides clarity 
for interpreting the corporate strategy from the per-
spective of  the respective function. As a result, all of  
the activities within a company are coordinated. This 
ensures that the operational decisions are synchro-
nized in all likelihood and that everyone has the  
overall goal in mind. “Thinking in terms of  pillars” 
and “principality optimization” are done away with 
to the greatest extent possible. The R&D and inno-
vation strategies as well as the value-added and pro-
duction strategies, including the associated sub-strat-
egies, are derived from the corporate strategy and 
from the strategic product positioning in this cas-
cading manner (Fig. 4).

Relevant information is communicated via the cas-
cade of  management levels (management – project 
manager – developer) so that every developer under-
stands the strategic focus “of  his/her product” and 
directs his/her everyday work towards this.
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Conclusion

The strategic positioning of  products and services 
can and must be deliberately developed. Sustainable, 
positive differentiation is based on dominant com-
petencies that allow a company to achieve long-
term, superior results compared to the competition. 
The strategic excellence positions describe these 
competencies for a homogeneous competitive arena 
under consideration and are thus the cornerstones 
for the corporate strategy. By taking a cascading  
approach to derive the innovation and technology 
strategy from the corporate strategy, it can be en-
sured that resources will be appropriately focused 
and the necessary competencies will be developed in 
a targeted manner. As a result, the successful strate-
gic positioning of  products and services will be  
deliberately developed rather than left up to chance.
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Clear Prioritization

How do you get the ideal mix of product 
characteristics?

Product-related success factors generally tend to be 
highly aggregated, as seen in the example of  the  
Hilti business model (Fig. 1). For a specific product, 
consideration must be given to how these values can 
be translated into specific objectives. This example 
clearly illustrates that not only higher motor perfor-
mance corresponds with the brand value of  “Maxi-
mum Performance,” but also the robustness of  the 
tools and the superior service life. When it comes to 
Apple’s product-related success factors presented in 
the previous article (e.g., display size and ease of  
use), product managers and developers still have  
to ask themselves the following question: Into  
which technical goals can the success factors be  
substantiated?

This once again comes down to the expectations of  
future customers. This time, however, it is much 
more specific than when determining the SEPs.  
Products and services are always successful when 
the service provider or manufacturer understands its 
customers, their needs, and their core processes, and 
aligns its range of  offerings accordingly. Having a 
detailed understanding of  the customer is the 
prereq-uisite for success on the market.

In addition to the customer’s perspective, as a man-
ufacturer or service provider it is important for me 
to combine this market knowledge with my ideas 
about innovation. It is only by combining questions 
related to technical feasibility and future customer 
requirements that the product characteristics can be 
optimally aligned to achieve a balance between 

How can you stay on track  
without knowing the obstacles?
Prioritizing project objectives for effective  
product development
Klaus Broichhausen / Stephan U. Schittny

Differentiation from the competition is a prerequisite for the success of new products and services. 
The careful and systematic derivation of product-related success factors helps to realize precisely 
this differentiation in the market. Yet before there can be success in the market, the success factors 
must be substantiated as technical and commercial objectives for the specific product. In most 
cases, this is also when a decisive point is quickly reached. The derived target characteristics often 
heavily depend on one another. This is easily seen in the two poles of performance and market 
price. Normally it simply is not the case that a provider can clearly position itself on the side of top 
performance and prices will not matter. It generally comes down to making the right compromise, 
the right price-performance ratio. 
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“market pull” and “technology push.” This not only 
applies to products, but especially to services. In the 
after-sales business there are countless examples of  
services being offered that give the customer no real 
added value. While customers are glad to accept  
these services, particularly in the B2B segment, they 
are frequently not rewarded with adequate financial 
compensation. 

In this comparison of  customer requirements and 
innovation, the classification introduced by Kano 
can be a useful methodical tool for arranging the 
product and performance characteristics into differ-
ent categories and measuring the degree to which 
the products and services offered fulfill these char-
acteristics (Fig. 2).

We know from experience that this classification  
always leads to controversial discussions, particularly 
with regard to excitement factors: Is this character-
istic really an excitement factor? When responding, a 
pragmatic counter question can generally be helpful: 
“Is the customer ultimately willing to pay more for 
the product with the excitement factor?”

This methodical step, which precedes actually defin-
ing the product or service to be offered, has two  
major advantages. On the one hand, contemplating 
excitement factors can be helpful in creating new 
product characteristics that might never have been 
discussed without taking such an approach. On the 
other hand, doing a classification based on the  
degree of  fulfillment and customer benefit provides 
an initial evaluation of  the development objectives.

During this evaluation, at first only the market view 
is included in the described status – and this priority 
is a good thing. As a matter of  principle, a company 
active in the market must aspire to sustainably in-
crease the value of  the company through its prod-
ucts and services. In addition to customer require-
ments, there are logically objectives for the new 
developments that result from these corporate  
framework conditions. For this reason, objectives 
that originate from future customers must compete 
with a number of  other objectives. Examples of  
such other objectives include product architectures 
and supplier development. There is also the conflict 
between costs and product characteristics men- 
tioned in the introduction to this article.

Fig. 1: The Hilti business model - from the value scale to the product characteristics

Hilti s brand values‘

Maximum performance1

Service and partnership2

Outstanding developments3
Source: Hilti 2008

Higher motor performance

Longer service life

Robust tools
1

2

3

Lifetime service

Innovative electronic
theft protection

Optimized
slip clutch

Electronic speed
control ATC

Hilti Business Model

The strongest combination
hammer in its class
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For successful product development, it is important 
to address precisely these conflicts in the discourse 
between management and experts. Here addressing 
does not mean resolving these conflicts, but arrang-
ing them and setting priorities. This objective must 
certainly be initiated in a few introductory work-
shops. At the same time, this should be a continuous 
task in the concept phase of  product development.

An example of  a methodical approach is provided in 
Figure 3. It is important,

 � to systematically detail the objectives from the 
higher aggregation level 

 � and to define the priorities of  the sub-objectives 
at the relevant level.

The result, as seen in the example, is a tree of  objec-
tives, which builds from generic objectives to prod-
uct-relevant objectives all the way up to objectives 
related to the product structure. 

The communication factor is just as important as 
the formal approach. In this phase, all of  the man-
agers responsible for the product must be involved 
in the discourse and must ultimately play a role in 
shaping and supporting the solution in a complex 
environment.

During the development of a product, how can 
the objective vector be adhered to from the 
initial idea to series production?

Even if  the product objectives are clearly defined 
when development begins, it is often the case that 
the fulfillment of  objectives shifts in terms of  their 
overall importance. This is quite evident, particularly 
for anyone who has experience with development 
processes, when it comes to fulfilling cost targets 
compared to more performance-oriented product 
objectives. At the beginning of  development, cost 
targets are fulfilled with a high degree of  commit-
ment. Then, as more time passes during the devel-
opment process, the same thing repeatedly happens: 
Extra product features and newly introduced tech-
nologies, which were originally unplanned, lead to 
gradual cost increases. Of  course, this “over-engi-
neering” results in overachieving the originally de-
fined customer benefit. The response is relatively 
predictable: Product management once again places 
primary emphasis on the costs. Product character-
istics and features are reduced or completely elimi-
nated (Fig. 4).

Only in an ideal case would the resulting pendulum 
movement lead to a product with balanced, market-
oriented characteristics. Given this asymptotic ap-
proach with endless development deadlines, it will 

Fig. 2: Classification of product and service characteristics based on the categories of customer  
 satisfaction and degree of fulfillment
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dissatisfaction
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are willing to pay
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generally be necessary to make do with a compro-
mise. Upon being launched on the market, the prod-
uct will not satisfy the anticipated customer require-
ments or comply with the required success factors. 

This risk can be avoided if  the objectives are not 
only prioritized at the beginning of  the development 
project, but are also treated in a way that considers 

how they mutually influence one another so that 
conflicting objectives can be addressed. It is best to 
portray these conflicts using an impact network dia-
gram, which not only shows the direction, but also 
the intensity of  the impact (Fig. 5). The diameter of  
the circles indicates the prioritization described  
above.

Fig. 3: Prioritization of project objectives all the way to the product structure
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Fig. 4: A transparent value system as the foundation for accurately skimming the market potential
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Here it is important not only to reveal the conflicts, 
but also to systematically isolate them by providing 
solutions. It is precisely this isolation that is one of  
the fundamental tasks of  development. If  the solu-
tions are evident, product management can work 
them out in interdisciplinary teams and eliminate the 
conflicts. 

The few remaining conflicts are ultimately the fun-
damental dichotomies in the objectives relating to a 
new product or service concept. Investing additional 
resources in solving these very basic conflicts is  
worthwhile since far too often their details have 
been neglected. This usually results in resolving the 
conflicts in such a way that the future offerings for 
customers have superior characteristics. 

Obviously these considerations should take place as 
early in the development phase as possible so that 
they can be continued over the course of  develop-
ment as a living, dynamic document.

Fig. 5: Depiction of the relationships between objectives in an impact network diagram
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Conclusion

Development projects frequently spiral out of  con-
trol. During development, the original objectives can 
be greatly compromised. This can be avoided by  
taking a systematic approach. Starting with the cus-
tomer benefit, the product characteristics must be 
arranged in hierarchical order (according to their pri-
ority). Based on this hierarchy, each of  the individual 
product characteristics is weighted and prioritized in 
terms of  its respective contribution to the overall 
success. Conflicting objectives are addressed in a tar-
geted manner and tracked throughout development. 
The result: highly efficient and targeted develop-
ment to create products and services with the maxi-
mum benefit for customers.
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